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ABSTRACT
Evans, Eugene Glen, MSCE, Purdue University, August,
1965. -Impact of Kokomo By-Pass From 1950 to 1964 . Major
Professor: Harold L. Michael
.
The purpose of this study was to determine the "long-range"
effects of a noncontrolled urban by-pass. This research was
concerned with the irr.pact that the U.S. 31 By-pass at Kokomo
has had on traffic volumes, travel times, accidents, land use,
and land value.
Travel time, volume, and accident data illustrate the
trends from 1951 through 1964. Traffic movement characteris-
tics at the major intersections along the by-pass are shown
on turning movement diagrams. An economic analysis of the travel
times and accident rates on the by-pass indicated that a size-
able economic loss has been absorbed by the motorist because
the Kokomo By-pass was not constructed as a fully controlled
access facility.
The land use growth pattern indicated that a large
percentage of the development directly adjacent to the by-pass
is industrial and commercial. Subdivisions have also been
platted and developed adjacent to the by-pass. Land use
xiii
trends indicated that the major growth of Kokomo is
occurring to the east and in the vicinity of the by-pass.
Land value changes have resulted as a direct consequence
of the Kokomo By-oass. Land on the city side of the by-pass
has shown the most pronounced increase in value while all
land within the study area has shown some increases. The
most significant increase in land value has occurred when land
was changed from one land use to another.
A portion of this study was devoted to an analysis of .
the partial taking of property for right-of-way purposes.
The objective of this portion of the study was to provide
additional knowledge in property damage and enhancement
resulting from highway improvements.
INTRODUCTION
The mobility of man has dictated his well-being from
the beginning of time. His first means of transportation
was by foot, but this greatly limited his radius of
influence. Soon the advantage of transport by water was dis-
covered, and this was followed by domesticating the beast
to transport man from origins to his desired destinations.
The latter form of transportation enabled the human to
travel in almost any direction, but the quantity of supplies
which he could transport was, at best, quite limited. The
wheel was the next, and possibly the most significant trans-
port invention. It enabled man to move vast quantities of
goods with beasts of burden supplying the power for
mobility.
Rail service became available with the invention of
the steam locomotive and resulted finally in the first
transcontinental mode of travel. This type of transport,
however, failed to satisfy man's individual needs, and he
was stimulated into developing machinery which resulted in
the motor vehicle. Finally, innovators, scientists, and
engineers were intrigued by the bird, and through a concen-
tration of intellectual knowledge they moved into the
skies and even space with air-borne craft
.
What lies ahead in the transportation era? Will it be
a trip to a distant planet? Will it be conveyance by a tube,
or will it be some other, as yet unknown, mode of trans-
portation?
All of the problems of transportation by current means
of movement, however, have not been solved. With the advent
of the automobile has come the problem of inadequate highway
networks. From the very beginning the automobile industry
forged ahead of the highway program until its "tin lizzies"
were often stuck in the mud. Today, traffic jams threaten
to strangle the urban areas.
One look at the countries of the world, as they exist
today, will answer the question as to which nations have
achieved the highest economic level. Another look will
satisfy one that the efficiency of the transportation system
correlates well with the economic prosperity of a country.
Without an intricate and balanced transportation system,
specialization, competition, mass production, and other
elements that contribute to prosperity would be limited if
not impossible.
Highway administrators and engineers have only limited
resources and revenues on which to implement highway
programs, and it is paramount that the most efficient and
economical procedures be followed. It must also be recognised
that there are other public services, such as schools #
recreational programs, etc., competing for the limited funds
and that it is essential to have a sound, and not extravagant,
highway program. Studies, therefore, are needed to supply
information which will enable administrators and engineers
to make wise decisions.
Because of the tremendous increase in population and
vehicle registration, the traffic problem within urban areas
has become particularly acute. A solution to alleviate this ,
congestion problem in the central portion of small to medium
sized cities has been to provide by-passes for primary
routes which originally penetrated to the heart of the city.
After a by-pass has been deemed desirable for a city, the
questions arise as to which type of facility and design should
be provided. Should intersections be separated? Should
access be permitted or prohibited? Will a fully controlled
access arterial act as a barrier to future urban growth?
These are only a few of the questions which must be con-
sidered.
In order to help answer the questions posed several
studies have been or are being made of the accident experi-
ence, traffic volumes, speed and delay, and other factors of
by-passes. The study reported herein was designed in part
as such an investigation. From the results of such a study
comes information which can profitably be used when planning
new urban by-pass facilities.
THE IMPACT STUDIES
This study of the KoJcomc By-pass is only one part
of a six phase highway Impact project which was initiated
on July 1, I960, by the Joint Highway Research Project at
Purdue University (7) . The project was tentatively scheduled
to extend over a period of ten years, and during this time
information relevant to the impact of six highway improve-*
ments was to be studied.
Six types of highway improvements were selected to
comprise the study areas. These facilities, all of which
are major highways, are as follows
x
Facility 1. An urban by-pass with complete access
control
•
Facility 2. A rural highway with complete access
control t
Facility 3. An urban by-pass with little or no
access control t
Facility 4. A rural highway with little or no
access control;
*
Number in parentheses refers to listings in the Bibliography.
Facility 5. A bridge and its approaches in an urban
area;
Facility 6. A major highway interchange near a
metropolitan area.
The specific facilities which correspond to the
improvements listed above are as follows (see Figure l)t
Facility 1. The Interstate 65 By-pass around Lebanon,
Indiana;
Facility 2. A thirteen mile portion of Interstate 65
from the south end of the Lebanon By-pass
to the interchange with Interstate 465
northwest of Indianapolis, Indiana;
Facility 3. The U.S. 31 By-pass around Kokomo, Indiana;
Facility 4. U.S. 31 from the south end of the Kokomo
By-pass to the north edge of Marion
County , Ind iana
;
Facility 5. The U.S. 231 Bridge over the Wabash River
connecting Lafayette and West Lafayette,
Indiana;
Facility 6. The interchange connecting Interstate 65
and Interstate 465 northwest of Indianapolis,
Indiana.
Facilities 1, 2, and 6 are continuous portions of
Interstate 65 extending from the north edge of Lebanon to
approximately eight miles northwest of the Central Business
District of Indianapolis. Facilities 3 and 4 are continuous
LOCATION OF STUDY FACILITIES
Figure I
portions of U.S. 31 extending from the north end of the
Kokomo By-pass to the north edge of Marion County*
A study of facility 2 was conducted and submitted in
June, 1961 (8,9). A report on facility 5 was completed in
May, 1962 (13). In October, 1964, a report was submitted
on facility 1 (12). This study is concerned with facility 3.
SCOPE AND PURPOSE
The purpose of this investigation was to study the
long-range" effects of a by-pass with little or no access
control . A study of this type brings into perspective the
desirable and the undesirable characteristics of a by-pass
without full control of access*
Since the original highway improvement of the Kokomo
By-pass was in 1950, changes in both land value and land
use were observed. Trends in the operational characteristics of
the facility were studied since similar changes are likely to
occur on other by-pass routes where access is not controlled.
An equitable value for land taken for the right-of-way
for a new or relocated highway is difficult to determine,
and in the past much controversy has arisen over this
matter. Studies were made of land value with time and with
relation to the distance from the by-pass. A parcel analysis
of tracts involved in partial takings was also made. The
objective of this analysis was to determine if both the
property owner and the state had been equitably treated.
This information is of interest to state highway authorities
in determining fair values for future parcels taken for
highway improvements.
THE STUDY AREA
Kokomo, as a city by that name, has a history dating
hack to 1844 • Prior to this date the area was a center of
trade for many local Indian tribes. The original develop-
ment was located along the meandering Wildcat Creek which
worms its path through Howard County, The creek doubled as
both water supply and a means for transporting food and goods
for the early settlers.
Kokomo, centrally located in Howard County, was chosen
as the county seat late in 1844. The young city's primary
function was to serve as a center for trade, judicial, and
administrative activities. In 1853 the first railroad right-
of-way cut through the heart of the settlement and provided
another mode of transportation. With the discovery of a
natural gas deposit in 1886 and the availability of water,
rail, and highway transportation, rapid industrial growth
occurred. The "boom" was short lived, however, as the
natural gas supply soon was exhausted. Some industries, as
a result, were forced to close their doors permanently and
semi-disaster followed for Kokoroo' s economy and livelihood.
The oity was revitalized soon after the turn of the century,
as industry associated with the new motor vehicle made
10
KoJcotno a center of production.
After World War I a program was initiated to attract
additional industry, and the effort was met with reasonable
success. Employment increased and the economic picture
brightened until the national depression engulfed the country
in 1929. Many businesses and industrial establishments failed.
The next few years spread hardship throughout Kokomo as
conditions were similar to the general status that prevailed
throughout the nation.
The effects of the depression were not entirely obliterated
until World War II began, although some industrial activity
began to revive late in the 1930 • s. With the bombing of
Pearl Harbor, the United States was thrust into the War, and
most of Kokomo' s industrial establishments directed their
effort to manufacturing war commodities. Since World War
II a number of expanding and new industries have brought an
employment increase and a thriving economy to Kokomo.
Physiographic characteristics in Howard County can best
be described as Wisconsin Ground Moraine which covers the
central portion of Indiana. The area is flat to gently
rolling, and throughout the flat portions of the county
drainage is a problem.
Kokomo is situated in north central Indiana on a major
north-south highway, U.S. 31 (see Figure 2). U.S. 35
connects the city to other metropolitan areas to the




















FIG. 2 - LOCATION OF KOKOMO IN INDIANA
12
west direction through the city. Kokorno is 50 miles north
of Indianapolis, 77 miles south of South Bend, 145 miles from
Chicago, and 162 miles from Cincinnati, Figure 3 is a
mosaic of the Kokorno area showing the developed area and the
location of the by-pass and other major transport routes*
The major transportation routes for Kokorno are further
illustrated in Figure 4.
Three railroad lines provide service to Kokorno of which
two are the property of the Nickel Plate Railroad, and the
other is property of the Pennsylvania Railroad, Both passen-
ger and freight rail service are available with ten freight
trains and two passenger trains passing through the city
daily. Faster passenger service is available at the Municipal
Airport which is served by a commercial airline. Six flights
are scheduled daily to such metropolitan areas as Chicago,
Detroit, Lima, and Cincinnati. Kokorno is also served by
three bus lines of which one is local, one offers service
within Indiana, and the third provides passenger service to
all segments of the nation. Thirteen trucking agencies
which are located in Kokorno offer their services to the
inhabitants and to the industrial and commercial establish-
ments in the greater Kokorno area.
13
FIGURE 3- MOSAIC OF KOKOMO AND THE U.S. 31 BY-PASS
14




The rural portion of Howard County is predominantly
fertile farmland which provides farm inhabitants a properous
livelihood. Howard County, however, is classified as urban
since over 80 percent of its population resides within an
urban area. Population increases within Kokomo and Howard
County have been steady (see Figure 5) and greater than the
prevailing trend in Indiana.
Statistics for the population distribution, income, labor,
housing, retail trade, wholesale trade, manufacturing, and
bank deposits are shown for Howard County and the State of
Indiana in Tables 1 and 2, respectively (2). Table 3 illus-
trates the change in the above statistics for Howard County
and Indiana for approximately a ten year period. These data
show that population, income, labor, housing, and bank
deposits for Howard County have increased at a faster rate
than the state average while the changes in retail trade,
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In the 1940 's the heavy volume of traffic which traversed
U.S. 31 through the city was creating congestion, noise, and
vibration and was a hazard to the public. Travel times for the
motorist were high because of the necessarily slow speeds
required to pass through the narrow streets of Kokomo;
therefore, the Indiana State Highway Commission constructed
a by-pass east of the city in 1950. The by-pass increased
the travel distance on U. S. 31 from 6.835 miles to 7.250
miles, but the travel time was decreased considerably for
the motorist using the by-pass because of the higher
operating speeds.
The by-rass was located in the vicinity of the former
Reed Road with the west edge of Reed Road retaining its
status as the west edge of the by-pass (see Figure 6). The
land use in the immediate area of the by-nass was predominantly
agricultural^ Enough right-of-way was acquired in the
original purchase for the future construction of a four-
lane divided facility, but estimated traffic volumes in
the early 1950's were such that only two lanes of the by-
pass were warranted. The first two lanes constructed were
the future north bound traffic lanes of the planned four-






DIAGRAM SHOWING CONSTRUCTION STAGES OF THE U. S. 31 BY-PASS
FIGURE 6
25
By-pass was opened to traffic.
Considerable development occurred along the Kokomo
By-pass from 1950 through 1958 (see Figure 7), and
additional traffic volumes were generated. By 1958 the
traffic volume warranted the addition of the final two lanes,
except for a short section at the north end of the by-pass.
On June 16, I960, the additional two lanes were opened to
traffic. The original two lanes constructed in 1950 were
22 feet wide while the final two lanes added in 1960 were
24 feet in width. A median strip 40 feet in width separated
the opposing traffic movements.
An aerial photograph taken in 1963 of a portion of the
by-pass is shown in Figure 8.
26
FIGURE 7 - THE KOKOMO BY-PASS IN 1957
27
FIGURE 8- A PORTION OF THE KOKOMO BY-PASS IN 1963
28
PREVIOUS STUDIES
The first study of the Kokomo By-pass was conducted in
1950 and 1951 by H. L. Michael (14). This was a "before-
after" study of the facility. The purpose of this study
was to determine the "early" effects of the by-pass upon
traffic, congestion, accidents, land use, land value, and
business. This study also revealed the "early" impact of
the highway improvement on the growth, develorment, and
general welfare of the city.
A further purpose was a feasibility evaluation of the
by-pass. Included in the study was a "before" and "after"
origin-destination survey which described travel patterns
for the Kokomo area. Data from this analysis also reflected
changes in travel patterns. Supplementary to the O-D
survey were volume and turning movement counts at inter-
sections along the by-pass.
Prior to conducting the 0-D survey an imaginary cordon
line encompassing the Kokomo city limits was selected so
as to define the internal-external boundaries of the
study area. The cordon line was selected so as to intersect
as few routes as possible.
The after study indicated that approximately 90 percent of
the through traffic on U.S. 31 did use the by-pass. A further
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analysis of the travel time data indicated a considerable
savings in cost and time to the motorist who chose to use
the by-pass. A benefit-cost ratio for the Kokomo By-pass
versus the city route was shown to be 1.65 in the 1951
study.
Land values in the vicinity of the new facility were
found to have increased approximately 50 percent upon comple-
tion of the by-pass. This reflected the desire of business-
men to exploit the opportunities afforded by the by-pass.
The study indicated that even in the period immediately
following the opening of the by-pass, few businessmen on
the city route felt that the new facility was detrimental
to their business. Some businessmen on the city route even
realized an increase in their volume of trade while a few
felt that the by-pass decreased their sales volume. This
latter group primarily consisted of proprietors of service
stations, restaurants, and hotels which depended on the
motoring public for their livelihood.
In 1957 another study was conducted by Pinnell on the
"later" effects of the Kokomo By-pass (18). His study
also included an evaluation of the Lebanon By-pass. This
report reflected the "later" effects of noncontrolled
access facilities upon travel time, accidents, land use,
land value, and business trends. These data were used to
evaluate the operational efficiency and economic effects of
the by-passes to that date. The study revealed that the
operational efficiency of these noncontrolled access by-
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passes was indadequate. Travel times and accident rates
were found to be much higher than what could have been
expected on a fully controlled access facility.
A "long-range" impact study was completed on the
Lebanon, Indiana, By-pass in 1964 (12). The objective of this
report was to depict "long-term" changes in land value, land
use, and travel characteristics caused by a highway
improvement and to evaluate the impact of improving that
by-pass by adding two lanes and full control of access.
An analysis of the right-of-way costs showed clearly
that if access control and grade separations are to be made
most economically for a facility, ail right-of-way for such
improvements should be purchased in the original taking (12).
The study also found that a substantial reduction in the
accident rate occurred following the reconstruction of the
by-pass to interstate standards.
Other land economic studies in several states (4, 6, 14) have
indicated that a by-pass skirting the periphery of a city is
seldom detrimental to the business establishments along the
old route. In fact, most of the studies have indicated that the
business potential is actually enhanced along the former
route and in the central business district after the through
traffic has been removed. Land and property values adjacent
to the old route have also experienced an increase in value
on most of the facilities studied.
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Case studies of reminader parcels after partial taking
for the right-of-way of a new facility have been reviewed in
several reports (4, 21). These studies indicate that in
most cases the property owner of remainder parcels has
actually been enhanced because of the new facility. These
data manifest that most property owners who retain their
remainder parcels for the longest period of time following
the construction of a facility are enhanced a greater amount,
even after sale values have been adjusted for inflation (22).
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TRAFFIC VOLUME
Traffic volume data are necessary in most phases of
highway planning and engineering. These data are used in the
geometric design of new facilities, in determining appropriate
traffic control devices, and in determining the degree of
congestion at a given location. The growth of an area is also
reflected in traffic volume change with time for a given
arterial. Traffic counts over a time period may also be used
to determine the trip generating characteristics of estab-
lishments.
In the summers of 1960, 1963, and 1964, volume data not
heretofore reported were obtained at various locations along
the Kokomo By-pass and on streets and drives intersecting
this facility. Volumes were not obtained on private residen-
tial drives.
The most comprehensive data were collected in 1964 with
the aid of four automatic, 15*-minute recording, volume counters,
One counter was placed at one location on the by-pass during
the entire volume counting period. This counter was used as
a control while the remaining three counters were placed at
various locations along the by-pass until all the desired
data were obtained.
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The daily volume counts from the control counter were
converted to an ADT (average daily traffic) weekday volume
with the use of a yearly volume factor curve (see Figure 9).
This was done for counts taken during the counting period at the
control station as follows:
Average weekday control count for the counting period = x
ADT at control station = 3—V7 = Y (see Figure 9 for 1.17
as counts were taken during July and August).
ADT daily factor = Daily control count = z
ADT counts at each location where traffic was counted were
then computed as follows:
nrvn -.*.«. *. *-* Daily count at that stationADT count at a station = * -
where the Z used was for the day of the count.
The above technique was used to translate field volume
counts into ADT weekday volumes which are the values most often
utilized in design and traffic analyses.
Volumes in 1951 for the Kokomo By-pass and major inter-
secting streets are shown in Figure 10. When these are com-
pared to the corresponding volumes in 1964 (see Figure 11),
a sizeable increase in volumes is noted. Figure 12 shows
pictorially the volumes at minor intersections and access points
along the by-pass. Increases in traffic volumes from 1951
through 1964 for selected locations on the by-pass and on
streets intersecting the facility are also shown in Tables 4
and 5.
With large traffic volume increases have come traffic
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travel time, and an increase in accidents, all of which have
reduced the operational efficiency of the by-pass. Because
of increases in traffic volumes and a rapid growth of estab-
lishment adjacent to the by-pass, lower speed limits have
necessarily been posted. With little imagination one can
visualize the by-pass as becoming a major bottleneck for traffic
in the near future.
With no access control provided, a route often loses
some of its practical capacity, and this is indeed an undesirable
characteristic of a noncontrolled access facility. On the
other hand, fully controlled access facilities have proved to
be able to retain their original practical capacity.
Past studies have also indicated that, contrary to the be-
lief of some, controlled access facilities do not discourage
development, but may actually accelerate the growth rate of
desirable development (4). Business proprietors seem to be
well aware of the fact that a controlled access facility will
retain its high capacity, and many establishments adjacent
to a new route are dependent upon high capacity.
The Kokomo street pattern in the north-south direction
prior to opening the by-pass was substandard* however, the
construction of the by-pass helped relieve this problem and
enabled new areas to develop because of the accessibility
provided by the new facility. Since the opening of the by-pass,
the major growth in Kokomo has occurred in the area adjacent
to the facility, and this undoubtedly can be atrributed to the
41
presence and location of the route. Also, many traffic
generators (commercial and industrial establishments) have
developed adjacent to the by-pass. This development has been
a major cause for the increasing traffic volumes from 1951
through 1964.
Another factor which is significant is that both local
and through, traffic utilize the by-pass. These incompatible uses
are believed to be a primary contributor to vehicular accidents
and delay on this highway (19).
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TURNING MOVEMENTS
Since a large volume of the traffic on the by-pass is local,
a high percentage of turning movements exists at the inter-
section of primary streets and the by-pass. Turning movements
are shown for the intersections of Alto, Southway, Lincoln,
Boulevard, F offer, Markland, Sycamore, Jefferson, Morgan and
Smith Streets with the by-pass as well as at both ends of the
by-pass in Figures 13 - 24. Field data for these counts
separated turning movements of the automobiles and trucks, but
the two were combined for presentation in the report.
Turning movements are heaviest at Markland, East Boule-
vard, Sycamore, Hoffer, and Morgan with the predominant
movement occurring between the by-pass and Kokomo. Markland
and Smith Road have the highest percentages of truck turning
movements. Most of the truck movements on Smith Road occur
with trucks entering from the west and turning south on the
by-pass or vice-versa. This indicates that many trucks leave
U.S. 35 and travel on Smith Road and the by-pass to avoid
traveling on U.S. 35 through the downtown portion of Kokomo.
This indicates that it might be desirable to provide an
improved route from U.S. 35 to the U.S. 31 By-pass north of
the Kokomo city limits. This would provide an alternate for
the through traffic on U.S. 35 and would help relieve
43
1964 ADT WEEKDAY VOLUMES
FIG.I3- VOLUME AND TURNING MOVEMENTS
AT THE NORTH JUNCTION OF U.S. 31 A
AND U.S. 31 BY-PASS
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1964 ADT WEEKDAY VOLUMES
FIG. 14- VOLUME AND TURNING MOVEMENTS














1964 ADT WEEKDAY VOLUMES
FIG.I5 - VOLUME AND TURNING MOVEMENTS
AT MORGAN STREET AND U.S. 31 BY-PASS
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1964 ADT WEEKDAY VOLUMES
FIG. 16- VOLUME AND TURNING MOVEMENTS














1964 ADT WEEKDAY VOLUMES
FIG. 17 - VOLUME AND TURNING MOVEMENTS
AT SYCAMORE STREET AND U.S.3I BY-PASS
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1964 ADT WEEKDAY VOLUMES
FIG. 18 - VOLUME AND TURNING MOVEMENTS





1964 ADT WEEKDAY VOLUMES
FIG.I9- VOLUME AND TURNING MOVEMENTS
AT HOFFER STREET AND U.S. 31 BY-PASS
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1964 ADT WEEKDAY VOLUMES
FIG. 20- VOLUME AND TURNING




1964 ADT WEEKDAY VOLUMES
FIG.2I - VOLUME AND TURNING MOVEMENTS
AT LINCOLN ROAD AND U.S. 31 BY-PASS
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1964 ADT WEEKDAY" VOLUMES
FIG.22- VOLUME AND TURNING MOVEMENTS
AT SOUTHWAY BLVD. AND U.S. 31 BY-PASS
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1964 ADT WEEKDAY VOLUMES
FIG.23- VOLUME AND TURNING MOVEMENTS
AT ALTO ROAD AND U.S. 31 BY -PASS
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1964 ADT WEEKDAY VOLUMES
FIG.24- VOLUME AND TURNING MOVEMENTS
AT THE SOUTH JUNCTION OF U. S. 31
A
AND U.S. 31 BY-PASS
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congestion problems in downtown Kokomo.
Semi-actuated traffic signals are present at the inter-
section of Lincoln, Boulevard, and Markland streets. All
intersections are at grade which results in a sizeable number
of conflicting movements — especially between southbound
traffic on the by-pass and northbound vehicles on the by-pass
making a left turn toward the city.
From the turning movement diagrams a traffic engineer
can obtain information necessary for efficient operation of
the intersection or possible redesign. Another equally import-
ant use of turning movements is to correlate them with the
corresponding accident diagrams to seek methods for reducing
the accidents.
When left turning movements are high, it is often desir-
able to add left turning lanes to provide shielded storage
for vehicles waiting to make the left turn and, thus, reduce
the number of potential rear-end accidents. Left turning
lanes also minimize delay to the through motorist.
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TRAVEL TIME
The primary purpose of a by-pass facility is to move
traffic around a city in as short a time period as practical.
When the driver is given a choice of alternate facilities, he
usually selects the route which minimizes his travel time.
For a by-pass to be Justified the travel time required to
traverse the by-pass must usually be less than the time re-
quired on the old route.
The "average car" method was used in collecting the
travel time data for this study. This method is based on the
assumption that the driver of the test car can judge the
average speed of the moving stream. The driver passes approxi-
mately the same number of vehicles as pass him and travels
at a speed which in the driver's opinion is the average
speed of traffic at that particular time. Travel time runs
were made on peak and off-peak volume hours to obtain an
approximate average travel time for daily conditions. Test
runs, however, were restricted to the daylight hours.
The data for the travel time analysis were collected in
the following manner. The length of highway, both the city
route and the by-pass, was divided into control sections. A
fifth wheel was used to measure the length of each section.
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Identifiable control points divided the sections, and when the
travel time test car passed these control points, times were
recorded.
Knowing the length of each section and average time to
traverse each section, an average speed for each section was
calculated. Times required to traverse a section of highway
were obtained by using two stop watches. One watch ran
continuously from one end of the by-pass to the other from
which the overall speed could be calculated. The second
stop watch recorded only the stopped time — stoppages due to
traffic signals, railroad crossings, and congestion. By
knowing the stopped times, running speeds could be calculated.
Eight test runs were made in each direction on the city
route of U.S. 31 and twenty-seven runs were made on the
Kokomo By-pass. The results of these runs are presented in
Figures 25, 26, 27, and 28. Figures 25 and 26 represent over-
all and running speeds for the sections on the city route
while Figures 27 and 28 show overall and running speeds for
the by-pass facility. Travel times for the calculations of
running speeds were obtained by subtracting the stopped time
from the times recorded from the continuously running watch
for each section of highway. From Figures 25 and 26 it is seen
that the greatest delay was encountered between West Boulevard
and Morgan Street. This is the portion of the city route
which contains traffic signals, railroad crossings, dense devel-
opment, and congestion during peak volume periods — all of
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Travel speeds on the by-pass were lowest between South-
way Boulevard and Sycamore Street because of the presence
of signals at Lincoln Road, East Boulevard, and Markland
Avenue. The delay caused by the two railroad crossings in
this section of the by-pass was negligible when compared to
the delay caused by the traffic signals.
The overall average speed for both northbound and south-
bound traffic on the by-pass was 47.4 miles per hour while the
overall speed on the city route was 25.7 miles per hour. Since
the by-pass and the city route are 7.25 and 6.84 miles in
length, respectively, a savings of 6 minutes and 45 seconds
is realized when the motorist chooses to travel via the by-
pass. The results show a time benefit ratio of 1.74 for the
through driver who travels on the by-pass.
Figure 29 shows the increase in travel time required
to traverse the by-pass for the period 1951 through 1964.
The time required to traverse the by-pass has increased only
5 seconds from 1957 to 1964. This small increase was
possible because of the construction of an additional two
lanes in 1960 to provide a four-lane divided facility.
Recently the Division of Traffic Engineering of the Indiana
State Highway Commission conducted a study to determine if
additional intersections on the by-pass possessed warrants
for the erection of traffic signals. Should more signals
be warranted and installed, an even greater travel time will
be required to traverse the by-pass.
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OVERALL time • 8 MIN. 43 SEC.





STOPPED TIME: 5 SEC.




OVERALL TIME: 9 MIN. 05SEC.
RUNNING TIME: 8 MIN. 46 SEC.
I





OVERALL time: 9 MIN. 10 SEC.
RUNNING TIME: 8 MIN. 28 SEC.
1
STOPPED TIME: '%Z SEC.
FIG. 29- BY-PASS TRAVEL TIME COMPARISONS
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It is not difficult to visualize the by-pass becoming a
congested urban arterial as further development occurs adjacent
to the facility. The new developments will, in turn, generate
more vehicular trips which will increase the traffic volume
so that more intersections will warrant signals. The initial
benefit of low travel times for the through motorist will be
partially, if not completely, obliterated because of future
traffic signals and lower speed limits and also because of
general congestion that will necessarily develop. These undesir-
able events would not be possible had the by-pass been construc-
ted as a fully controlled access facility with grade separa-
tions.
A similar comparison of the travel times on the U.S. 31
route through Kokomo is shown in Figure 30. Overall travel
time has increased on this route as stopped time has
increased.
For an economic analysis the present Kokomo By-pass with
little access control was compared to a fictitious Kokomo
By-pass with fully controlled access and grade separations.
In the summer of 1964 the average speed in Indiana of free
flowing passenger cars on four-lane divided facilities with
controlled access and grade separations was found to be 62.7
miles per hour (5). Assuming that vehicles traveling on the
Kokomo By-pass would have traveled in the same volume and at
this speed had the facility been of the freeway type, a net
savings of approximately $270,000 would have been realized
by motorists in Just one year, 1964. This figure is based
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BEFORE BY-PASS
U.S. 31 THROUGH KOKOMO 1950
OVERALL TIME : 14 MIN. 3 SEC.
RUNNING TIME: I3MIN. 8 SEC.
1
STOPPED TIME: 55 SEC
AFTER BY--PASS
U.S. 3IA THROUGH KOKOMO 1951
OVERALL TIME : 15 MIN. S> SEC.
RUNNING TIME : I3MIN. 37 SEC
$$$$
vCvC^
STOPPED TIME;: 1 Ml N 32! SEC
AFTER BY- PASS
U.S. 3IA THROUGH KOKOMO 1964
OVERALL TIME: I5MIN. 5 5 SEC.
RUNNING TIME: 13 MIN. 13 SEC.
S
STOPPED TIME 2 MIN. 42 SE:c
FIG. 30- CITY ROUTE TRAVEL TIME
COMPARISONS.
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solely on time lost by the motorists traversing the by-pass
and does not include such losses as stopping costs, operating
costs, idling costs, starting costs, etc.
The $270,000 in time savings was calculated as follows
s
Travel time on present by-pass - 9.17 minutes
Travel time on freeway type by-pass - 6.94 minutes
Savings in time on freeway facility - 2.23 minutes
Vehicle-miles driven on Kokomo - 31,122,880
By-pass in 1964






Savings in travel time




x 2 * 23 = 175,580 veh-hrs.
type facility been
constructed
Travel time cost was evaluated at $1.55 per vehicle-hour
(1).
Saving to motorist in
1964 had the by-pass been - 175,580 x $1.55 = $272,149
a freeway type facility
The above calculations are included to demonstrate the
tremendous time savings to the motorist for the year 1964 had
the facility been of the freeway type.
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ACCIDENTS
The accident analysis which was conducted on the Kokomo
By-pass indicates that many accidents can be, related to a
probable cause. An attempt was made to define areas of high
accident rates and to describe those factors which contributed
to the accident rate. Although the analysis includes some
accidents since 1953, accidents occurring in 1961, 1962, and
1963 were the primary data considered since these accidents
occurred on the present four-lane divided facility.
An accident spot map for the Kokomo By-pass indicates
that the majority of the accidents happen at intersections
(see Figure 31). These accidents were classified into three
types s property damage, personal injury, and fatality. This
classification also describes the severity of the accident.
Accidents were most prevalent along the Kokomo By-pass at the
following intersections: Markland Avenue, Sycamore, East
Boulevard, Alto Road, and Southway Boulevard. The accident
involvement rate is also high at the crossover at the north
end of the by-pass.
Figure 32 is a pictorial view of the accident involve-
ment by hour of the day. The 6:00 to 7:00 AM and 3 : 00 to 4:00 PM



















FIGURE 31 - ACCIDENT SPOT MAP FOR KOKOMO BY- PASS
FOR 1961 , 1962 AND 1963
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FIG. 32 - TRAFFIC ACCIDENT DISTRIBUTION ON THE
KOKOMO BY- PASS BY HOUR OF DAY FOR
1961 , 1962, AND 1963
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hours there is a change in working personnel at industries
adjacent to the by-pass. The morning accident peak of 5.4
percent of the daily accidents is much lower than the 3:00
to 4:00 PM accident peak even though the traffic volume be-
tween 6:00 and 7:00 AM is almost as heavy as the 3:00 to 4:00 PM
volumes.
The reason for the lower accident rate between 6:00 and
7:00 AM might be explained by the fact that in the morning
workers are in a hurry to get to work, and their driving
speeds approximate the speeds driven by the through motorist.
Furthermore, during the early morning hours the shopper and
other potentially slow drivers are not on the by-pass • there-
fore, drivers on the by-pass between 6:00 and 7:00 AM are
traveling at a uniform speed which is indicative of safer
operating conditions (19). During the 3:00 to 4:00 PM acci-
dent peak, however, many motorists are shopping or are making
other short trips where their operating speeds are slow. Yet,
even at this time of day, the through driver desires to travel
at a high rate of speed, and it may be this variability in
driving speeds which is conducive to high accident rates (19).
It is also interesting to note that over 70 percent of the
accidents occurred in the PM hours.
The accident occurrence on the Kokomo By-pass by day of
week is typical to the curve found for most urban sections of
highway (see Figure 33). The percentage of weekly accidents



















MON. TUE. WED. THUR. FRI. SAT. SUN.
FIG. 33-TRAFFIC ACCIDENT DISTRIBUTION ON
THE KOKOMO BY-PASS BY DAY OF
WEEK FOR 1961, 1962, AND 1963.
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are also heaviest on Friday's and Saturday's, appear to
generate a higher accident probability.
Autumn and winter months were the most conducive to
traffic accidents (see Figure 34). Traffic volumes are lowest
for the winter months, however. This means that the accident
rate is highest during the autumn and winter. An investigation
of the causes of high accident rates in the winter months
revealed that many accidents were of the rear-end type at
signalized intersections. Many of these accidents occurred
under slippery pavement conditions.
A method for evaluating the degree of hazard at inter-
sections has been developed by E. C. Williams (?3). It has
long been known that the number of accidents alone is not a
good criteria for evaluating the relative hazard at various
locations. The formula developed by Williams to measure the











H. = Measure of intersection hazard
A. = Total annual accidents for the intersection
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FIG. 34 -TRAFFIC ACCIDENT DISTRIBUTION ON THE
K0K0M0 BY- PASS BY MONTH OF YEAR
FOR 1961, 1962, AND 1963.
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W = Pavement width available for traffic entering approach
"one" of the intersection
W = Pavement width available for traffic entering approach
"two" of the intersection
W = Pavement width available for traffic entering approach
"n" of the intersection
V. = Volume (ADT) entering intersection on approach "one"
V = Volume (ADT) entering intersection on approach "two"
V = Volume (ADT) entering intersection on approach "n"
For the purpose of this study the accidents and volumes
for 1961, 1962, and 1963 were used since a three year period
affords a more representative sample. Ten intersections
were considered in this analysis, and the results are pres-
ented in Table 6. From this Table it is apparent that an
accident spot map may not portray the true hazard. Had the
intersections been rated for hazard on the basis of the
number of accidents alone, Markland would have been classi-
fied as most hazardous. It was the sixth most hazardous
when rated by Williams' hazard formula.
Results from the hazard formula show the Sycamore inter-
section to be the most hazardous while the Smith Road inter-
section with the by-pass is least hazardous. The rating of
intersections by the hazard formula provides a basis for
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Another point of interest is the low degree of hazard
at the intersection of Hoffer Street and the by-pass. This
intersection has only three approach legs, all of which carry
high volumes. Based on this intersection it appears that,
where possible, the T-type intersection is desirable from a
safety point of view.
Quality control analysis was another technique utilized
to locate high accident locations along the by-pass facility
(17). For this analysis the by-pass was divided into six
sections, and these sections are shown in Figure 35. This
method was used to isolate -sections which were out of con-
trol because of measurable environmental factors. The basic
control limits were developed as follows:
= \ + t y: X + °* 829 + ^m 2m
«*=X-tYF + £*P-^
where
UCL = Upper control limit
LCL = Lower control limit
X = Probability of an accident in a car-mile for the three







SECTION I - 2
FIGURE 35 - SECTIONS OF THE KOKOMO BY- PASS FOR
THE QUALITY CONTROL ANALYSIS
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m = Vehicle miles of travel on a section for 1961, 1962,
and 1963.
t = Students t-statistic
The level of confidence used for this analysis was 0.99.
The two factors which vary the control band widths from sec-
tion to section are the number of vehicles per section (volume)
and the length of the section. Since it was surmised that the
northbound and southbound lanes had different involvement
characteristics, an accident rate was computed for each
direction. The northbound accident rate for the entire
—6
length of the by-pass was 3.5 x 10 while the southbound
accident rate was 2.7 x 10
From the northbound quality control chart (see Figure
36) it is seen that two of the sections were out of control.
Section 4-5 was out of control on the high side while the
accident rate in section 5-6 was below the lower control
limit. It is of interest to note that section 4-5 contains
the intersections of Sycamore and Jefferson Streets with the
by-pass. These two intersections were ranked as most hazard-
ous and second most hazardous, respectively, when analyzed
by the hazard formula. Section 5-6 has a low accident rate
because little access is provided to the by-pass in this
section of the facility.
Several factors are believed to have contributed to the
high accident involvement at Sycamore Street. When approach-
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invisible until the driver is quite near the by-pass. Improve-
ment of visibility at this intersection is certainly desirable,
and until this can be accomplished, a warning flasher for
eastbound traffic on Sycamore might be desirable. Also
during 1961, 1962, and 1963 there were at least five right
angle or left turning collisions per year. Another factor
which might contribute to the high accident rate is- that south-
bound traffic on the by-pass in the vicinity of Jefferson and
Sycamore Streets is traveling at a high rate of speed, and
there is the possibility that drivers trying to enter, cross,
or leave the by-pass underestimate the speed of vehicles
traveling on the by-pass. An attempt to slow the by-pass
traffic appears warranted.
Figure 37 shows the southbound quality control chart.
None of these sections were out of control, but accidents
in sections 1-2 and 6-7 might be reduced by making some
minor alterations in the physical features within these
sections.
For section 1-2 the southbound traffic is channelized
at approximately Alto Road to the inside lane to minimize
the conflict between merging traffic at the south end of
the by-pass. No left turning lane has been provided for the
southbound by-pass traffic wishing to turn left at Alto Road.
This means that both through and left turning traffic use
the inside lane, and this has resulted in several rear-end
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a left turning lane at Alto Road would be desirable (see
Figure 38).
For section 6-7 numerous accidents have occurred at
the crossover where the by-pass makes the transition from a
two-lane to a four-lane facility. Most of these accidents
occur in the southbound lane of the by-pass. The reason
for these accidents appears to be two fold. Either the driver
fails to see the crossover signs in time, and/or the driver
attempts to negotiate the crossover at a speed which is
excessive for the design. Better signing and a more gradual
crossover might minimize the hazard at this location.
When the speed-delay data were being collected on the
Kokomo By-pass, a high variability in speeds between vehicles
was observed. To confirm this observation an electromatic
radar meter was used to obtain traffic speed data at various
locations along the by-pass. Vehicles on the by-pass were
divided into local (Howard County) and non local (non Howard
County). The portion of the facility where speed data were
collected had a speed limit of 55 miles per hour. The results
of the speed study are as follows:
Howard County Vehicles Non-Howard County Vehicles
Standard Deviation - 10.8 10.6




FIG. 38- PROPOSED ADDITION OF A LEFT TURNING
LANE ON THE KOKOMO BY-PASS AT ALTO
ROAD.
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Howard County and Non-Howard County Vehicles Combined
Standard Deviation - 11.5
Average Speed - 47.7 mph
The statistical Student's t-te3t was used to determine if
a significant difference existed between the speeds driven by
local and non-local drivers.
Equations are as follows:
H : fl = \L2
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! M-i * ^2
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LL = Population mean
x = Sample mean
a = Probability of Type I Error
2
s = Pooled estimate of the variance of the two populations
'(x,-^)
the two sample means.
The results of thet-test show that a significant differ-
ence exists between the speeds driven by Howard County and non-
Howard County drivers. This variability in speeds is believed
to be a major factor contributing to the high accident in-
volvement rates on the Kokomo By-pass.
For the final phase of the accident analysis the acci-
dents were classified by type as follows (11):
Type I - Intersection accidents which occur at the
crossing of two traffic streams. These
accidents are typically right-angle, turning,
and rear-end collisions.
Type II - Marginal accidents which occur along the
moving edge of a traffic stream. These
accidents result from vehicles attempting
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to enter or leave the traffic stream.
Typical accidents are rear-end and access
collisions.
Type III - Medial accidents which occur between
vehicles moving in opposite directions.
Head-on collisions and side-swipes are
typical accidents of this type.
Type IV - Interstream accidents which occur among
vehicles moving in the same direction.
These include such miscellaneous accidents
as running off the road, overturning, and
some rear-end collisions. This type of
accident will occur on any facility.
With the above classification accidents can effectively
be related tc the design of a facility and alterations in the
design often can be suggested.
A highway facility with controlled access and grade
separations will theoretically eliminate types I and II
collisions while a divided highway facility will virtually
eliminate type III collisions. Figure 39 illustrates the
accident trend by type. A general increase in the number
of types I and II accidents is noted. Type III accidents
have decreased appreciably since 1962. This is attributable
to the divided facility. Type IV accidents have increased
slightly in the period from 1957 through 1964. This type
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Accident costs by type were considered from July 1957
through June 1964. These include a three year period when
the facility was two lanes and a four year period following
the opening of the four-lane divided by-pass. The results
of this analysis are shown in Table 7. Personal injuries and
fatalities were assigned values based on the following
statistics (1).
Personal injury - $660 per person injured
Fatality Cost Per Person
Age Male Female
0-14 years $17,000 $ 8,000
15-55 years $29,000 $17,000
56 years and older $ 5,000 $ 3,500
A sizeable increase in the costs of types I, II, and
IV accidents has occurred in the seven year period, however,
the cost of type III accidents has declined when considered
on a yearly basis due to the construction of the divided
facility.
Since types I and II accidents are virtually eliminated
on a controlled access facility with grade separations, an
economic analysis was conducted to determine the loss to
the motorist because the facility was not of the controlled
access type. Another way to visualize this approach is to
ask: How much additional money could have been economically
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eliminated types I and II accidents? The assumptions and
results are presented in Table 8. The evaluated economic
loss from 1953 through June 1964 due to types I and II acci-
dents was $469,000. Accident data were not available for
1951 and 1952. A similar tabulation is shown for Types I,
II, and III accidents in Table 9.
Had the by-pass been constructed with full control of
access in 1950, types I and II accidents would have been
virtually eliminated. From Table 8 it is clear that at least
an additional $469,000 could have been economically spent in
1950 for the purchase and construction of full access con-
trol.
When the economic loss due to accidents on the Kokomo
By-pass and the loss due to the increase in travel time
required to traverse the by-pass are added (see section of this
report entitled Travel Time), it appears that the additional
funds required to construct a controlled access facility in
1950 would have been justified. Currently, unless access
rights are acquired along the by-pass, which would be very
costly, the economic loss to the motorist in the future
appears to be even greater since the travel time required to




PRESENT WORTH VALUE FOR 1950 OF TYPE I AND II ACCIDENTS
Assumptions:
1. Losses include property damage, personal injuries,
and deaths attributed to vehicle accidents.
2. Yearly losses have been converted to 1950 present
worth values.
3. Interest rate was assumed to be 4 percent.
YEAR 1950 PRESENT WORTH VALUE
1953 - June 1957* $ 192,796







1964 (1/2 year) 20,208
Total $ 469,036
*
From Reference 18 converted to 1950 present worth value.
Values for each year were not available.
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TABLE 9
PRESENT WORTH VALUE FOR 1950 OF TYPE I, II, AND III ACCIDENTS
Assumptions:
1. Losses included property damage, personal injuries,
and deaths attributed to vehicle accidents.
2. Yearly losses have been converted 1950 present worth
values.
3. Interest rate was assumed to be 4 percent.
YEAR 1950 PRESENT WORTH VALUE
1953 - June 1957* $ 278,215







1964 (1/2 year) 21,675
Total $ 582,637
r
From Reference 18 converted to 1950 present worth value.
Values for each year were not available.
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LAND USE
With the variety of development that occurs along a new
facility it is frequently difficult to determine which develop-
ments are a result of the new route and which would have been
present had the facility not been constructed. Reasons for
establishments along the Kokomo By-pass, however, seem to be
more clearly defined. Most of the commercial and industrial
developments in the vicinity of the by-pass either cater
directly to the motoring public or are dependent on the
accessibility provided by the by-pass.
Land use patterns have been compiled to more clearly
portray the land use change within one mile of the by-pass.
Land use patterrsprior to 1958 were obtained from previous
reports while the 1964 land use pattern was obtained from a
mosaic of the study area and by field reconnaissance.
A chronological study of land use adjacent to the Kokomo
By-pass from 1938 through 1964 shows that prior to the construc-
tion of the by-pass the area was predominantly agricultural
(see Figure 40) (14). No appreciable changes in land use took
place in the area of the present by-pass from 1938 to 1948
(see Figure 41) (14).
During the construction of the Kokomo By-pass business-

























by-pass was certain to provide, and by 1951 development had
occurred at the intersection of Markland and Sycamore Streets
with the by-pass (see Figure 42) (14).
By 1957 much of the new development in and near Kokomo
had shifted to the immediate vicinity of the by-pass (see
Figure 43) (18). This development included commercial, indus-
trial, and residential establishments. Probably the most
significant factor influencing the development along the by-
pass was the accessibility provided by the facility.
Figure 44 shows the 1964 development within one mile of the
Kokomo By-pass. Large numbers of the establishments adjacent
to the by-pass are commercial and industrial although several
subdivisions have been platted and developed adjacent to the
by-pass. At the present time the land within the area one
mile west of the by-pass has the highest demand, and this de-
mand is reflected in sale prices.
Much of Kokomo' s new development is occurring to the
east of the city. The recently built Chrysler and Delco
Radio industries have a sizeable number of employees, and
from the rapid residential growth near these two industries
it appears that employees desire to live near the place where
they are employed. Chrysler and Delco are both clean indus-
tries which are not objectionable from the home owners point
of view.
Figure 45 shows the zoning plan for the Kokomo By-pass




















































With regard to the development that has taken place along
the by-pass, the Kokomo City Plan Commission and the Howard
County Plan Commission, in cooperation with the Indiana State
Highway Commission should be commended for their fine effort
in controlling the development and access along the by-pass
so as to keep the facility as functional and efficient as
possible. Without the most noble effort of the Planning
Commission and the State, the Kokomo By-pass would most
certainly have already become another city street with undesir-
able characteristics of congestion, a high accident rate, and
increased travel time.
A field check was made to determine what types of estab-
lishments existed adjacent to the Kokomo By-pass. For this
part of the analysis only business and industrial sites were
considered. A list of these establishments is shown in Table
10. The growth of commercial and industrial development along
the by-pass is obvious.
Since the Kokomo Mall Shopping Center contains 22 individual
units a further breakdown of the establishments within the
center is as follows:






















ESTABLISHMENTS ADJACENT TO THE KOKOMO BY-PASS
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1951 1957 1964





Grocery and Fruit Stands
Garages






















The 44 establishments which front on the Kokomo By-pass
have 33 access drives entering directly onto the by-pass. The
major traffic generators, however, channel their heavy volume
loads onto a collector street rather than directly onto the by-
pass, and again the Kokomo Planning Commission and Indiana
State Highway Commission must be commended for their guidance
in this respect.
Some of the establishments which are located in the
vicinity of the by-pass are shown in Figures 46-59. Chrysler
and Delco Radio are the two most important traffic generators
along the by-pass, and neither industry has ingress nor egress
from the employee parking lot directly onto the by-pass.
Even though the Kokomo City Plan Commission, the Howard
County Plan Commission, and the Indiana State Highway Commission
have made a most desperate effort to preserve the operational
efficiency of the by-pass, it appears that it is impossible
to fully retain the desirable characteristics of an urban
by-pass by anything other than full control of access.
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FIG 46 - MOTEL AT INTERSECTION OF
LINCOLN ROAD
PASS AND
FIG. 47 -MOTEL AT INTERSECTION OF BY-PASS AND
EAST BOULEVARD
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FIG. 48 - HOSPITAL AT SOUTH END OF BY-PASS
FIG 49- FIRE STATION AT INTERSECTION OF PY-PASS
AND EAST BOULEVARD
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FIG. 50 - PORTION OF SHOPPING CENTER LOCATED




FIG. 51 - SHOPPING CENTER LOCATED AT INTERSECTION
OF BY-PASS AND EAST BOULEVARD
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FIG. 52 - FACTORY LOCATED AT INTERSECTION OF
BY-PASS AND EAST BOULEVARD
FIR 53 - FACTORY LOCATED NEAR INTERSECTION
Of 6f-PASS AND LINCOLN ROAD
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FIG. 54 -DRIVE-IN RESTAURANT LOCATED
AT INTERSECTION OF EW-PASS
AND U. S. 35
FIG. 55 - DRIVE-IN RESTAURANT LOCATED AT
INTERSECTION OF BY-PASS AND HOFFER
STREET
no
FIG. 56 - NEWSPAPER OFFICE SOUTH OF
INTERSECTION OF BY-PASS AND
SOUTHWAY BOULEVARL
FIG .57- MOTEL LOCATED AT INTERSECTION OF
BY-PASS AND SOUTHWAY BOULEVARD
Ill
FIG 58 - DEPARTMENT STORE AT INTERSECT.ON OF
BY-PASS AND ALTO ROAD
FIG. 59 - DEPARTMENT STORE NEAR INTERSECTION
BY-PASS AND US 35
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LAND VALUE
After the location of a new hiqhway has been determined,
one of the first problems is that of purchasing right-of-way
for the improvement. In the past controversies have arisen
with respect to the impact which a new highway has on the
surrounding area. Some have felt that the property owner
often suffers a loss while others insist that the owner
usually receives a substantial enhancement if only a portion
of the property is taken.
A number of studies underway at the present time are
attemnting to resolve this controversy. If the property
owner is not being compensated justly for the portion taken,
findings from this research might prove beneficial to right-
of-way acquisition departments.
The first phase of the land economic analysis considered
land value changes within the Kokomo vicinity while the second
phase analyzed properties which are partially taken for the
right-of-way of the by-pass.
In the first portion of the study it was necessary to
code all parcels of land within the Kokomo city limits and
all parcels of land in the rural area which were within 3
miles of the Kokomo By-pass. After each parcel within the
study area had been assigned a number, a random sample of
113
the parcels was selected for analysis.
The data for the analysis were collected from the Court-
house in Kokomo, Indiana. These data were obtained from both
the Auditor's and the Recorder's Office. A chronological
outline of the procedure used in collecting the land value
data is as follows:
1. The parcel in question was located with respect to
Section, Township, and Range by viewing a county map
located in the Auditor's Office.
?. Once the Section, TownshiD, and Range had been
identified, the names of property owners were obtained
from the plat books (located in the Auditor's Office.)
3. After the name of the property owner had been determined,
the property was traceable through time in the transfer
books which were also located in the Auditor's Office.
The transfer books were catalogued by increments of
time. Usually a set of transfer books was available
for each township and each city within the county.
If the property owner column in the transfer book was
the only column filled, then the property in question
had not been transferred during the interval of time
covered by that bock. Other pertinent data, such as,
date of transfer, date of de^d, assessed value, and
acreage were located in the transfer book.
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4. With knowledge of the transfer, the analyst would
next locate the appropriate deed in the general index
which consists of two books - grantee and grantor.
The general index is located in the Recorder's Office.
Transfers were listed in the general index by alpha-
betical or chronological order. From the coding
system in the general index the deed record book con-
taining the parcel in question was found. The deed
contained data pertinent to the sale of the property,
such as, property description, U. S. Revenue Tax
Stamns, and mortgages. From the revenue tax stamps
and mortgages the sale price of the parcel in ques-
tion was determined.
When real estate is sold, the transfer plus a sale value
are reported to designated county offices. The sale price as
recorded on the deed may include a monetary consideration
and a mortgage which the buyer assumed from the seller. The
buyer pays a Federal Revenue Tax only on the monetary con-
sideration. The inferred price for property when a monetary
consideration was paid and a mortgage was assumed, was the
monetary consideration, which was inferred from the revenue
tax stamp, plus the amount of the mortgage. When the buyer
did not assume a mortgage from the seller, the inferred
price for the property was the monetary value as obtained
from the value of the revenue tax stamps.
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The Federal Revenue Tax Stanros are available tn 55 cent
increments, and each 55 cents represents a range of $500 -
except for the first increment. Examples of tax stamp values
are as follows:
Tax Stamp Liquid Monetary Value
$ 0.55 $100 to 500
1.10 $500 to 1,000
1.60 $1,000 to 1,500





In this study the tax stamps were assumed to represent
the median value of the possible monetary range. An example
is as follows:
Tax Stamp Possible Range of Assumed Monetary
Monetary Values Value
$22.00 $19,500 to 20,000 $19,750
Previous research by Fletcher (8) indicated that inferred
values from Federal Revenue Tax Stamps gave a reliable esti-
mate of sale prices. In the land value analysis the assess-
ment values were not used because assessed values have been
found to vary considerably from sale price values (8).
After the land value data were collected, it was strati-
fied into five bands, each one mile in width. These bands
are as follows (see Figure 60)
i
Band I - 2 to 3 miles west of the by-pass
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FIG. 60 - LAND VALUE BANDS PARALLEL TO THE BY- PASS
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Band II - 1 to 2 miles west of the by-pass
Band III - to 1 mile west of the by-pass
Band IV - to 1 mile east of the by-pass
Band V - 1 to 2 miles east of the by-pass
Table 11 shows the summary of the land value analysis
by band width and by years. The mean sale price per acre, the
range in sale values, and the number of parcel sales are
tabulated in Table 11. All parcels analyzed and tabulated
in Table 11 were for land without improvements thereon.
Figure 61 portrays the increase in mean land value for the
five bands. Band I includes the land area on the west side of
Kokomo that is in a comparable location to the city as is the
by-pass area on the east. It might reasonably be considered
a control for suburban land values as it was not influenced
by a highway improvement. An almost linear increase in value
was observed.
Land in band II, which includes the central portion of
Kokomo, did not increase in value in the period 1951-56 as
much as land in band I, the suburban area, but the increase
in value 1957 - 63 was much greater. This increase in land
value in the central area of the city after 1956 may have
been due to improved economic conditions in the city, and
it may have also been due to exploitation by businessmen of
areas along old U.S. 31 which were readily accessible to



























































SUMMARY OF VALUES FOR UNIMPROVED LAND 1945 - 1963
Years 1945-50
Sale Price Per Acre (Dollars)






$ 94 - 27,000 32
112 - 8,333 32
161 - 14,394 88
165 - 3,000 31
97 - 2,750 9
Years 1951-56
Sale Price Per Acre (Dollars)







Sale Price Per Acre (Dollars)
Band Mean Value Range No. of Sales
$243 - 27,500 21
107 - 15,000 56
309 - 28,636 63
295 -113,888 87






$ 197 - 30,700










Land in band III has been in the highest demand. This
illustrates the fact that in the period 1951-1963 much of
Kokomo's new development has occurred between the by-pass
and the city. The area which has been most important in
contributing to the increasing land values in band III was
the property in the southern half of band III where con-
siderable industrial and commercial activity has occurred.
The accessibility provided by the by-pass was, with little
doubt, the primary reason for these developments.
Band IV, the land east of and adjacent to the by-pass,
shows a less pronounced increase in property values from
1951 to the present than that experienced by land in band
III. Much of the development in band IV has been residential
which might partially explain the smaller increase in land
values.
Band V, the land more than one mile east of the by-pass,
shows the steady increase of rural land values in Howard
County and possibly was not affected by the highway improve-
ment .
From Figure 61 it is seen that the by-pass has had a
positive effect on land values within one mile of the by-pass.
Some of the property owners near the Kokomo By-pass have
received sizeable enhancements which can certainly be attrib-
uted to the presence of the by-pass. Therefore, from this
study it is concluded that a noncontrolled access by-pass
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does have a beneficial effect on property values in the
immediate area of the facility. This impact is affected by




The intent of this phase of the land value analysis was
to determine if both the property owner and the State had
been equitably treated for the land and/or improvements taken
for the by-pass right-of-way. Nine selected properties were
used for the case studies (see Appendix). Ideally each study
property should have been sold prior to the time when the land
was acquired for the Kokomo By-pass, and each remaining parcel
should have been sold following the acquistion date.
Seldom were all the above requirements met? therefore,
simplifying assumptions were necessary in some case studies
when either a "before" value or an "after" value of the parcel
was not available. Since appraisals in 1947 and 1948 were made
of only the portion of the property taken for the right-of-
way of the by-pass instead of an appraisal of the entire
property as is done today, a "before" sale from 1945 through
1947 was desirable.
An "after" value was obtained when the property owner
sold the land either as a whole unit or as small parcels. These
"after" sale values were "adjusted" to a 1948 monetary value
so that all sales could be compared on a common basis.
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"After" sale values were adjusted by using the percentage
change in land value from band V in Figure 61. It is believed
that band V most nearly represents the normal increase in land
value with time. It is felt that this method of adjustment
gave "adjusted" sale values to a 1948 base which are conserva-
tive.
The results indicate that the most significant increases
in land value occur when land is changed from one use to
another (See Case Study Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, and 9). The
change of land from agricultural to industrial or commercial
t
is an example of such a change in land use.
In most of the case studies where data were available for
a complete analysis, the property owner received a sizeable
enhancement which can be directly attributed to the presence
of the Kokomo By-pass. Case Study Nos. 1, 2, 5, 6, and 9 are
examples of such considerable enhancements.
It is also clear that the enhancement of property values
continues for many years after completion of the highway
facility with some "later" increases in value being very




The major results noted in this study are summarized as
follows
:
1. Travel volumes on the Kokomo By-pass have increased three
to five fold from 1951 through 1964. Major causes
for this growth have been the rapid development of
Kokomo in the vicinity of the by-pass, the high trip
generating characteristics of the industrial and
commercial establishments along the by-pass, and
the normal increased use of motor vehicles during
that period.
2. In the years from 1951 through 1964 traffic volumes
have increased considerably on the streets inter-
secting the Kokomo By-pass. This has created con-
gestion and delay. This volume increase has also
tremendously increased the probability of being
involved in an accident for each vehicle on the
by-pass.
3. The number of accidents has continually increased
on the by-pass even after its reconstruction to a
four-lane divided facility in 1960 for much of its
length.
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4. The four-lane divided facility substantially reduced
the type III (medial type) accidents. Some type III
accidents still occur, however, but these accidents
are confined to the north end of the by-pass which
is still a two-lane facility.
5. An accident spot map seems to be a poor measure of
the degree pf hazard at an intersection. The number
of accidents at an intersection does not indicate
relative hazard unless it is correlated with the
traffic volume for that intersection.
6. The accident hazard formula and the quality control
technique produced similar results in the accident
analysis. The most hazardous locations were indi-
cated similarly by both methods.
7. The most hazardous intersections on the Kokomo By-pass
were found to be in the following order: Sycamore,
Jefferson, Southway, Alto, Morgan, Markland, Boulevard,
Lincoln, Hoffer, and Smith. The two most hazardous
sections were the one which included the Sycamore
and Jefferson Street intersections, and the other was
most northerly section of the by-pass where only two
travel lanes are available.
8. The Autumn and Winter months have the highest accident
rate.
9. Travel time required to traverse the city route (old
U.S. 31) has increased only slightly from 1951
through 1964.
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10. Travel time required to traverse the U.S. 31 By-pass
has increased very slightly from 1951 through 1964.
Only a slight increase has been possible because of
the reconstruction of the by-pass in 1960 to a four-
lane divided facility. The increase in travel time,
under these conditions, is a direct result of the
increasing traffic volumes which has resulted in
the installation of traffic signals at three inter-
sections.
11. Delays on the by-pass because of the four railroads
crossing at grade were very minor.
12. Two incompatible groups of drivers travel on the
by-pass. These groups are local (Howard County)
and non-local (non-Howard County) drivers. The analy-
sis showed that there was a significant difference
in speeds driven by the two groups of drivers with
the local drivers traveling at a significantly lower
rate of speed. It is probable that this variability
in speed is a major contributor to vehicular acci-
dents.
13. If the by-pass had been constructed as a controlled
access facility with grade separations in 1950, an
economic accident loss of $469,000 (1950 present
worth value of accidents 1953 - June 1964) probably
would not have occurred.
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14. The economic loss of travel time to motorists on
the Kokomo By-pass was compared with a fictitious
Kokomo By-pass of the freeway design. The value of
the additional travel time required by motorists to
traverse the by-pass in the one year, 1964, was
evaluated at $270,000 because the by-pass facility
was not of freeway design.
15. The Kokomo By-pass has had a pronounced effect on
the locality of new development at Kokomo. The major
growth of Kokomo has been to the east in the vicinity
of the by-pass. '
16. Development adjacent to the by-pass has been some-
what controlled, and growth has occurred in an
orderly manner because of the efforts of the Kokomo
and Howard County Planning Commissions and the Indiana
State Highway Commission.
17. Land values adjacent to the by-pass increased at
a faster rate than land values in any other portion
of the Kokomo area.
18. Land values along the city route (old U.S. 31)
increased slowly following the construction of the
Kokomo By-pass. After 1956 land values in the
vicinity of the old city route increased substantially.
It is therefore concluded that when considering the
long term, the by-pass did not have a detrimental
effect on property value along the old city route.
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19. From the remainder parcel analysis it was concluded
that many of the property owners who had land taken
for the right-of-way of the improvement received
sizeable enhancements before they sold the remain-
der parcels.
20. Land which was converted from one use to another
showed the larger increases in value. Land converted
from agricultural to industrial or commercial uses
increased most in value.
21. For several cases the land values of property adja-
i




From this study the following recommendations are made:
1. From the economical analysis it appears that a fully
controlled access facility would have been warranted -
at Kokomo. Because of this result, it is recommended
that all future urban by-passes be of the fully
controlled access type unless a careful economical
analysis proves otherwise.
,
2. Additional visibility needs to be provided for east-
bound traffic on Sycamore or better warning of the
approaching intersection needs to be given. The
speed of southbound traffic approaching Jefferson
and Sycamore should be slowed by better warning
devices. The number of right angle collisions at
Sycamore and the by-pass warrant additional traffic
engineering measures.
3. A left turning lane is needed adjacent to the south-
bound lanes of the Kokomo By-pass at Alto Road. A
left turning lane should reduce the number of rear-
end collisions which are presently occurring at this
location.
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4. The crossover at the north end of the by-pass should
have better warning controls, or the crossover should
be negotiable at a higher rate of speed so that the
number of accidents at this location might be reduced.
5. One of the present access entrances to the K-Kart
from the by-pass is quite near the Maryland and
U.S. 31 By-pass intersection. This is creating
traffic problems. Access at the south end of the
K-Mart tract would cause less delay to the motorist
and congestion problems would be less critical.
6. It is evident from the heavy turning volumes of
trucks at Smith Road and the by-pass that many truck
drivers are using Smith Road and the by-pass as a
route around downtown Kokomo when traveling on U.S. 35,
An adequate and official truck route for U.S. 35
traffic should be a matter of early study.
7. The impact study of the Kokomo By-pass should be
continued for several years. Specifically, the land
value study, accident analysis, and study of the
travel characteristics of the by-pass should be
continued. To facilitate this continuance the
following suggestions are offered:
a. All property transfers in the Kokomo study area
should be kept current. As parcels are sold, more
case studies should be developed with detailed
land value analysis.
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b. Only accident data recorded on machine-processed
cards in a systematic manner by the State Police
are necessary for the analysis of accidents.
c. Because additional signals are likely to be
installed on the by-pass in the near future,
annual travel time and volume data should be
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CASE STUDY NO. 1
Location
The subject prooerty was located on both sides -of the
U.S. 31 By-pass just south of the intersection of U.S. 35 (see
Figure 1-1).
"Before" Data
The property was a 60.56 acre parcel which was used as a
farm. Improvements existed on this property prior to 1948.
The property was not transferred from 1945 to 1947 j therefore,
a "before" sale value was not available.
Description of Highway Improvement
In 1950 the U.S. 31 By-pass was constructed as a two-lane
facility. Enough right-of-way was acquired in the initial
taking to permit the addition of two more travel lanes which
would complete the planned four-lane divided facility. The
by-pass was constructed with little or no control of access.
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At the time of this taking the Indiana Highway Commission
made appraisals of only the part taken for right-of-way purposes.
A plat of the subject property showing the part taken and "after"
sale tracts is illustrated in Figure 1-2. Damages paid to the
property owner in the final settlement are summarized as
follows I
fence to be constructed $ 250
land in R/W, 3.78 acres 2,500




Total amount paid $ 3,000
'After" Data






Inferred sale values were obtained from U. S. Revenue Tax












FIG.I-2-PLAT OF SUBJECT PROPERTY SHOWING R/W TAKEN
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indicates that the 0.5 acre parcel sold for an inferred value
of $39,750.
Tract "A" is the site of a camera shop. Tract "B" is the
site of a service station. K-Mart is situated on tract "C"
while tract "D" is the site of a drive-in. Tract "E" contains
two improvements in a small area along U.S. 35 - one of which
is a drive-in while the other is a grocery establishment,
(see Figures 1-3 through 1-5). No sales have been recorded
for tracts "D" and "E" or portions thereof.
Comparison of Sale Values and "Before" Values
Only parcels "A", "B", and "C" were considered for this
phase of the analysis. The "Before" value was assumed to be
the same as the appraisal value of $660 per acre since there
were no improvements on tracts "A", "B", or "C" prior to 1948.
Based on $660 per acre the "before" value of these tracts was
$9,800. The first sale of remain. V-r parcels "A", "B" and "C"
was adjusted to a 1948 value by using the percentage change
of land value from band V in Figure 61. The "adjusted" values
are summarized as follows:
Tract Sale Price "Ad lusted" Price
"A" $ 600 $ 445
"B" 8,085 1,770
"C" 204.268 43,300
Total $212,953 $ 45,515
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IMPROVFMFNT IDTATFn ON TRACT A
IMPROVEMENT LOCATED ON TRACT B
FIG. 1-3 - IMPROVEMENTS EXISTING IN 1964
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I IMPROVEMENT LOCATED- ON TRACT C
IMPROVEMENT LOCATED ON TRACT D
FIG.I-4-IMPROVEMENTS EXISTING IN 1964
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IMPROVEMENT LOCATED IN NORTHEAST
CORNER OF TRACT E
IMPROVEMENT LOCATED IN NORTHWEST CORNER OF TRACT F
FIG. 1-5 - IMPROVEMENTS EXISTING IN 1964
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"Before" Value $ 9,800
Sale price 212,953
"Adjusted" sale price 45,515
Difference ("Adjusted" less "Before") + $ 35,715
Summary
From this case study it is concluded that the property
owner received a sizeable enhancement since the apparent
"before" value of tracts "A", "B", and "C" was $9,800, but the
'adjusted" sale price showed that the property owner received
$45,515 for these remainder parcels.
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CASE STUDY NO. 2
Location
The subject property was located on both sides of the
U.S. 31 By-pass with the major portion lying east of the by-
pass. The property was situated just north of Alto Road (see
Figure 2-1).
"Before" Data
Prior to 1948 the property was a 77.7 acre farm with
improvements. Since the property was not transferred from 1945
through 1947, a "before" sale value was not available.
Description of Highway Improvement
In 1950 the U.S. 31 By-pass at Kokomo was constructed as
a two-lane facility. Enough right-of-way was acquired in the
initial taking to permit the addition of two more travel lanes
when traffic volumes warranted this addition. The final
by-pass was planned as a four-lane divided facility with little
or no control of access.
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At the time of this taking the Indiana Highway Commission
made an appraisal of only the portion of the property taken
for the right-of-way of the improvement. A plat of the subject
property showing the part taken and the "after" sale tracts
is illustrated in Figure 2-2. Damages paid in the final
settlement are summarized as follows:
land in R/W, 5.07 acres $1,266
separation of 6.5 acres 650
fence to be constructed 498
Total amount paid $2,414
"After" Data
The first sale of the described tracts are as follows:
Tract Sale Date Acreage Inferred Value
"A" 9-1948 1.00 $ 750















* Stated sale price by buyer or seller for land ar.d some
improvement s
.






The subsequent sales of the tracts were as follows:
Sale Date Inferred Value




Tract "A" was sold to an oil company in 1962 as a
choice site for a service station.
Sale Date Inferred Value
Tract "B" 10-1963 $ 76,250
Tract "B" as sold in 1963 included improvements
existing on this parcel when the sale was negotiated,
Tract "C" This property owner sold 20 percent interest in the
property on March 5, 1958, and an additional 10
percent interest was sold on March 10, 1958. No
stamps or sale values were available on these trans-
actions. Of tract "C", 32.86 acres were platted as
a portion of the Terrace Meadow Subdivision on
November 23, 1959. Also, 39.98 acres were sold for
an inferred value of $23,250 on November 23, 1959,
which was also platted as a portion of the Terrace
Meadow Subdivision. Three commercial establishments,
three churches, and numerous residential homes have
been developed on this tract.
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Tract "D" Sale Date Inferred Value
8-1956 $26,250
Tract "D" was sold to an oil company as a choice site
for a service station.
Some of the improvements on the above tracts are shown in
Figures 2-3 through 2-7.
Comparison of Sale Values and "Before" Value
Only parcels "A", "B" and "D" were considered for this
phase of th*3 analysis as the sales; for tracts "C" involved
some improvements which changed between sales and tract "E"
was transferred to a member of the family. The "before"
value was assumed to be the same as the appraisal value of
$250 Der acre since there were no improvements on tracts "A",
"B", cr "D" prior to 1948. Based on $250 oer acre the "before"
value of these tract s was $963. The state paid damages of
$100 per acre for separation of tracts "A", "B", "D", and
"C-2". The damages paid on tracts "A", "B", and "D" for
separation were $385. The first sale of remainder parcels
"A", "B", and "D" was adjusted to a 1948 value by using the
percentage change of land value from band V in Figure 61.
The "adjusted" values are surnmarie.ed as follows:
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PHOTOGRAPH OF IMPROVEMENTS ON TRACT C
PHOTOGRAPH OF IMPROVEMENTS ON TRACT C
FIGURE 2- 3 - IMPROVEMENTS EXISTING IN 1964
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PHOTO OF IMPROVEMENTS ON TRACT C
PHOTO OF IMPROVEMENTS ON TRACT C
FIG. 2-4- IMPROVEMENTS EXISTING IN 1964
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r
PHOTOGRAPH OF IMPROVEMENTS ON TRACT C
PHOTOGRAPH OF IMPROVEMENTS ON TRACT C
FIGURE2-5- IMPROVEMENTS EXISTING IN 1964
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PHOTOGRAPH OF IMPROVEMENTS ON TRACT D
PHOTOGRAPH OF IMPROVEMENTS ON TRACT B
FIGURE 2-6 - IMPROVEMENTS EXISTING IN 1964
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•
PHOTO OF IMPROVEMENTS ON TRACT A
FIG. 2-7- IMPROVEMENTS EXISTING IN 1964
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Sale Pri ce "Ad lusted" Price








"Before" value of 3.85 acres $ 963
Damages for 3.85 acres separated 385
Apparent "after" value $ 578
Sale prices 3,750
"Adjusted" sale price 1,962
Difference ("adjusted" less apparent + $1,384
"after")
An analysis of the last sales of tracts "A" and "D" was
also made before improvements were constructed on them. The
"adjusted" sale values of these last sales together with a
comparison with the apparent "after" values are as follows:
Tract Sale Price and Date "Adjusted" Price
"A" .$42,000 (10-62) $10,800
"D" 26,250 (8-56) 6,800
$68,250 $17,600
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"Before" value of 2.00 acres $ 500 $ 500
Settlement for 2.00 acres 200 200
Apparent "after" value $ 300 $ 300
Sale prices l,500(first) 68,2s0 (last)
"Adjusted" sale price 790( first) 17,600 (last)
Difference ("adjusted" less +$ 490(first )+$17 , 300 (last)
apparent "after")
Summary
From this case study it is concluded that the property
received a considerable enhancement since the apparent "after"
value of tracts "A", "B", and "D" was $578, but the "adjusted"
first sale prices showed that the property owner received $1,962
("adjusted" sale price) for these remainder parcels. Later
sales of properties "A" and "D" showed the owner received
"adjusted" sale prices $17,600 for property with an
apparent "after" value of $300 in 1948 while first sales of
these same lands had an "adjusted" sale price of only $790.
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CASE STUDY NO. 3
Location
The subject property was located just north of Wildcast
Creek and in the yath of the U.S. 31 By-pass (see Figure 3-1.)
"Before" Data
The property was a 6.70 acre parcel prior to the taking
of 3.44 acres for right-of-way of the Kokomo By-pass. An
improvement existed on this property. Since the property was
not transferred from 1945 to 1947, a "before" sale value was
not available.
Description of Highway Improvement
In 1950 the U.S. 31 By-pass was constructed as a two-lane
facility because the traffic volume at that time did not
warrant a four-lane facility. Enough right-of-way was acquired
in the initial taking to permit the addition of two more
travo^l lanes when traffic volumes warranted this addition. The
final by-pass was planned as a four-lane divided facility
with little or no control of access.
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At the time of this taking the Indiana State Highway
Commission made an appraisal of only the portion of the
property taken for the right-of-way of the improvement. A
plat of the subject property showing the part taken and the
"after" sale tracts is illustrated in Figure 3-2. Damages
paid in the final settlement are summarized as follows:
land in R/W, 3.44 acres $ 2,656
buildings to be moved 10,584
improvements to land 1,460
other 300
Total amount paid $15,000
'After" Data
The first sale of the remainder parcel (approximately
3.26 acres) was in June, 1949, for an inferred value of $2,000.
Subsequent sale of this remainder parcel are as follows:
Sale Date Acreage Sale Price
7-1954 3.26 $ 4,000 (stated)
7-1956 3.26 10,500 (stated)
10-1962 3.26 10,500 (stated)
An improvement was added to the subject property prior to









FIGURE 3-3 - IMPROVEMENTS EXISTING IN 1964
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Comparison of Sale Value and "Before" Value
For this phase of the analysis the remainder parcel of
3.26 acres was assumed to have been worth $770 per acre in
194S. The 3.26 acres, therefore, had a "before" value of
$2,510. The first sale of the remainder parcel was adjusted
to a 1948 value by using the percentage change of land value
from band V in Figure 61. The "adjusted" value is summarized
as follows:
Parcel Sale Price "Ad justed" Price
3.26 acres $2,000 $1,270
"Before" value $2,510
Sale price 2,000
"Adjusted" sale price 1,270
Difference ("adjusted" less "before") - $1,240
The last s.ilf> cf the remainder parcel without an improve-
ment was also analyzed. The "adjusted" sale values of the
last sale together with a comparison with the "before" value
are as .follows:
Parcel Sale Price "Adjusted" Price




"Adjusted" sale price 1,180
Difference ("adjusted" less "before") - $1,310
Summary
This case study indicates that this property owner may
have teen slightly underpaid for the property taken for the
right-of-way of the highway improvement. This apparent loss
may have resulted from assumptions made in the analysis. For
example, the aopraised value for the I and may have been high
which could have resulted In an inflated value when applied
to the remainder parcel. The land in this immediate vicinity
seems also to have been in low demand as it has been slow
to develop.
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CASE STUDY NO. 4
Location
The subject property was located south of Sycamore Street
and east of the U.S. 31 By-pass (see Figure 4-1).
"Before" Data
The property was a 64.29 acre farm. The entire parcel
was purchased for an inferred value of $8,250 on February 8,
1945. Improvements existed on the property at the time of
this sale.
Description of Highway Improvement
In 1950 the U.S. 31 By-pass at Kokomo was constructed as
a two-lane highway with little or no control of access.
Sufficient right-of-way was acquired in the initial taking
to permit the addition of a second two lanes to the planned
four-lane facility.
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At the time of this taking the Indiana State Highway
Commission made an appraisal of only the portion of the
property taken for the right-of-way of the improvement. A
plat of the subject property showing the portion taken is
illustrated in Figure 4-2. Damages paid in the final settle-
ment are summarized as follows:
construction of fence $144
land in R/V, 1.6 acres 606
corner cut 50
Total amount paid $800
•After" Data
The first sale of the described tracts are as follows:
Tract Sale Date Acreage Inferred Value
"A" 3-1955 0.81 $14,750
MB" 5-1963 56.76 16,750
Total 57.57 $31,500
Tract "A" This tract was sold to an oil company as a choice
site for a service station.
Tract "B" An industrial establishment purchased this property




































Tract "C" This portion of the property is still possessed by
the original property owner. The improvement on the
original 64.29 acres is on this tract.
See Figure 4-3 for a photograph of the improvement on
tract "A".
Comparison of Sale Value and "Before" Value
The sale of tracts "A" and "B" was adjusted to a 1948
value by using the percentage change of land value from band V
in Figure 61. The "adjusted" values are summarized as follows:




"Before" value of entire property $ 8,250
(1945 purchase price)
Settlement for part taken 800
Apparent "after" value $ 7,450
Sale price of tracts "A" & "B" 31,500
"Adjusted" sale price 7,590
Difference ("adjusted" less apparent + $ 140
"after")
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IMPROVEMENTS LOCATED ON TRACT A
FIG.4-3-IMPR0VEMENTS EXISTING IN 1964
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Summary
The above indicates that the property owner has already
received, in "adjusted" value, slightly more than his purchase
price for the entire property through the sale of tracts "A"
and "B". The property owner still possesses tract "C" on
which the original improvements in the property are located.
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CASE STUDY NO. 5
Location
The subject property was located near the southeast edge
of Kokomo. The U.S. 31 By-pass separated this property (see
Figure 5-1).
"Before" Data
The property was a 278 acre farm with improvements. In
September, 1946, the acreage was divided among the owner's
sons. The title to parcel "A", which contained the improve-
ments, was transferred to two of the sons, jointly. Parcel
"B" was transferred to a third son. Since this property was
not sold from 1945 through 1947, a "before" value was not
available.
Description of Highway Improvement
In 1950 the U.S. 31 By-pass at Kokomo was opened to
traffic. The facility was constructed as a two-lane highway
with little cr no control of access. Sufficient right-of-way
was acquired in the initial taking to permit the addition of
two more travel lanes to complete the planned four-lane
divided by-pass.
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At the time of this taking the Indiana State Highway
Commission made an appraisal of only the portion of the property
taken tor the right-of-way of the improvement. A plat of the
property showing the portion taken is illustrated in Figure
5-2. Damages paid in the final settlement are summarized as
follows:
Parcel "A"
land in R/W, 3.05 acres $1,525
fence and trees 575
damages due to irregular shape 150
Total $2,250
Parcel "B"
land in R/Vl , 8.94 acres $3,260
fence to be constructed 1,010
land separation 4,000
damages due to irregular shape 150
Total $ 8,420
Total settlement damages $10,670
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Tracts A-I-A and B-I were sold to an industrial firm in
1956. A large industry was constructed on these two tracts.
Tracts A-ll and B-II were purchased by representatives
from an industry. A large factory was developed on these two
parcels and on the adjacent property to the east ot parcels
A-II and B-II.
A community shopping center was developed on tract A-I-B,
and tract A-I-C was developed with commercial establishments.
See Figures 5-3 through 5-6 for photographs of improve-
ments on the above tracts.
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PHOTOGRAPH OF IMPROVEMENTS ON TRACT A-I-B
PHOTOGRAPH OF IMPROVEMENTS ON TRACT A-I-B
FIG. 5-3 - IMPROVEMENTS EXISTING IN 1964
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PHOTD OF IMPROVEMENTS ON TRACTS A-I-A 8 B-T
PHOTO OF IMPROVEMENTS , PART OF WHICH ARE
LOCATED ON TRACT B -
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IMPROVEMENTS LOCATED ON TRACT A-I-B
IMPROVEMENT LOCATED ON TRACT A-l-C
FIG. 5-5 - IMPROVEMENTS EXISTING IN 1964
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IMPROVEMENT LOCATED ON TRACT A-I-C
MPhOVEMENT LOCATED ON TRACT A-I-C
FIG. 5-6 - IMPROVEMENTS EXISTING IN 1964
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Comparison of Sale Value and "Before" Value
Only tract "B" and part of tract "A" were considered for
this phase of the analysis as tract A-I-D has improvements
on it which have not been evaluated. The "before" value in
dollars per acre was assumed to be the same as the aDpraisal
value. Based on the apDraisal value of $365 per acre, the
"before" value of tract "B" was $41,300, and at $500 per acre
the "before" value of tracts A-I-A, A-I-E, 3-I-C, ana a-H was
$61,840. The remainder parcel sales were adjusted to a 1948
value by using the percentage change of land value from band V
in Fiqure 61. The "adjusted" values are summarized as follows;
Tract Sa le Price "Ad justed Price
B-I $154,750 $ 44,000
B-II 128,750 29,700
Total $28^,500 $ 7 '',700
"Before" value of tract "B" $ 41,300
Settlement for part taken 8,420
Apparent "after" value $ 32,880
Sale Price 283,500
"Adjusted" sale price 73,700
Difference ("Adjusted" less apparent + $ 40,820
•after")
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Tract Sale Price "Ad justed" Price




Total $326,750 $ 80,970
"Before" value of 123.68 acres (tract "A") $ 61,840
Settlement damages for separation 150
Apparent "after" value $ 61,690
Sale price 326,750
"Adjusted" sale price 80,970




The results of this analysis show that the property owners
of these tracts were enhanced by a value of $60,100 because
of trie location of the U.S. 31 By-pass. This case study
further indicates that a highway improvement near an urban
area usually lias a positive effect on land value.
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CASE STUDY NO. 6
Location
The subject property was located on both sides of the
U.S. 31 By-pass just south of Lincoln Road (see Figure 6-1)
"Before" Data
The property consisted of 138.75 acres (including approxi-
mately 4 acres in public roads) on which a set of buildings in
poor condition were situated. The entire property was sold
in October, 1947 for $18,000 or $130 per acre.
Description of Highway Improvement
In 1950 the U.S. 31 By-pass at Kokomo was opened as a
two-lane highway with little or no control of access. Suf-
ficient right-of-way was acquired in the initial taking to
permit the addition of a second two lanes to the planned
four-lane divided facility.
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At the time of this taking the Indiana State Highway
Commission made an appraisal of only the portion of the
property taken for the right-of-way of the improvement. A
plat of the subject property showing the portion taken is
illustrated in Figure 6-2. Damages paid in the final settle-
ment are summarized as follows:
land in R/W, 7.8 acres
fence to be constructed
trees
damages due to shape
damages due to separation
Total amount paid
"After" Data







Tract Sale Date Acreage Sale Price
I-A 6-1959 20.28 $ 50,000
I-B 7-1959 6.16 12,312
I-C 1-1960 78.37 140,147
I-D 1959 4.5 6,840
II-A 3-1963 16.55 82,500
II-B Sale Pending 0.94 50,000
Total 126.80 $341,799
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FIGURE 6-2 - RIGHT-OF-WAY ACQUIRED AND LOCATION OF
TRACTS SOLD
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Tract I-A This was a cash transaction
Tract I-B This also was a cash transaction.
Tract I-C The contract for this sale specified that the
sale price was to be pai^ in ten equal annual
installments without interest.
Tract I-D This was sold on land contract.
Tract II-A This transaction involved the exchange ot land
for securities valued at the amount of the sale
price. The improvements that existed on this
property were considered to have no value.
Tract II-E The offered price is $50,000 cash; however, the
owner wanted the payment to be made over a period
of years.
There were no improvements made to tract I-A until atter
the 1962 sale, A motel and restaurant were subsequently con-
structed on it (see Figure 6-3). The remaining tracts had
not been developed as of January 1, 1964.
Comparison of Sale Value and "Before" Value
The sale prices were adjusted to 1948 so that all monetary
values were on a comparable basis. The sale prices were
adjusted by using the percentage increase of land value from
band V as shown in Figure 61. The "adjusted" values are
summarized as follows:
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PHOTOGRAPH OF IMPROVED TRACT I - A


























"Before" value $ 18,000
Settlement for part taken 6,000
Apparent "after" value $ 12,000
Sale price 341,799
"Adjusted" sale price 74,590
Difference ("Adjusted" less Apparent 4 $ 62,590
"after")
Summary
Since all the parcels of land have been transferred, a
detailed analysis or the entire 138.75 acres was possible.
From this study it is concluded that the property owner
received a sizeable enchancement since the apparent "after"
value was $12,000, but the "adjusted" sale price showed that
the property owner received $74,590 for the remainder parcels,
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CASE STUDY NO. 7
Location
The subject property was located on the west side of the
U.S. 31 By-pass between Jefferson and Sycamore Streets (see
Figure 7-1).
"Before" Data
The property was a 6.28 acre parcel with improvements.
Since the subject property was not transferred from 1945 to
1947, a "before "sale value was not available.
Description of Highway Improvement
In 1949 - 1950 the U.S. 31 By-pass at Kokomo was con-
structued as a two-lane highway with little or no control of
access. Sufficient right-of-way was acquired in the initial
taking to permit the addition of a second two lanes to the
planned four-lane divided facility when traffic volumes
warranted this addition.
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At the time of this taking the Indiana State Highway
Commission made an appraisal of only the portion of the
property taken for the right-of-way of the improvement. A
plat of the subject property is shown in Figure 7-2. Damages
paid in the final settlement are summarized as follows:
fence to be constructed








































FIG. 7-2-PLAT OF SUBJECT PROPERTY SHOWING R/W TAKEN
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An improvement existed on tract M B" when the transfer of
property was negotiated on August 31 , 1953.
Subsequent sales were as follows:
Tract Sale Date Inferred Value
"B" 8-1959 $ 11,250
2-1962 No Information
"C" 6-1955 $ 1,250
6-1958 Mo Information
"D" 2-1963 No Information
3-1963 $ 5,750
"E" 4-1954 No Information
9-1954 $ 1,250
1-1956 10,250
An improvement existed on tract "E" when the sale was made
in 1956. Improvements on the above tracts are shown in
Figures 7-3 through 7-6.
Summary
Since no suitable "before" property value was available,
few conclusions can be drawn as yet from this property. The
land use of this property has generally remained residential.
Tract "D" does show an increase in land value from $1,250 in
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IMPROVEMENT LOCATED ON TRACT A
IMPROVEMENT LOCATED ON TRACT A
FIG.7-3-IMPROVEMENTS EXISTING IN 1964
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IMPROVEMENT LOCATED ON TRACT B
IMPROVEMENT LOCATED ON TRACT C
FIG.7-4-IMPR0VEMENTS EXISTING IN 1964
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IMPROVEMENT LOCATED ON TRACT E
IMPROVEMENT LOCATED ON TRACT D
FIG. 7-5 -IMPROVEMENTS EXISTING IN 1964
198
IMPROVEMENT LOCATED ON TRACT F
FIG. 7-6 - IMPROVEMENT EXISTING IN 1964
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1953 to $5,750 in 196"5 . VThen adjusted by the land value
increases found in Figure 61 frorr. land V, this 1963 sale
price is $3,760 in terms of 1953 values. A significant in-
crease in value of this land is therefore indicated.
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CASE STUDY NO. 8
Location
The subject property lies on both sides of the U.S. 31
By-pass in the vicinity of Smith Road (see Figure B~l).
"Before" Data
The property was an 120 acre farm with improvements in
1947. Since the property was not transferred from 1945 to
1947, a "before" sale value was not available.
Description of Highway Improvement
In 1950 the U.S. 31 By-pass at Kokomo was constructed as
a two-lane facility because traffic volumes at that time did
not warrant a four-lane facility. Enough right-of-way was
purchased in the initial taking, however, for the addition
of two more travel lanes. The final by-pass was planned as
a four-lane divided facility with little or no control of
access.
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At the time of this taking the Indiana State Highway
Commission made an appraisal of only the portion of the
property taken for the right-of-way of the improvement. A
plat of the subject property showing the portion taken is
illustrated in Figure 8-2. Damages paid in the final settle-
ment are summarized as follows:
fence to be moved
fence to be constructed
land in R/W , 9.78 acres
corner cuts
fences to be rearranged
separation of land








The first sale of the described tracts are as follows:
Tract Sale Date Acreaqe Inferred Value
"A" 12-1949 2.0 $ 1,250
ii5 M 3-1961 2.0 4,750
»C" 11-1961 4.01 9,750





FIG.8-2- RIGHT-OF-WAY ACQUIRED AND LOCATION OF
TRACTS SOLD
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No improvements existed on tracts "A", "B", and "C" at the
date of sale.
The subsequent sales of the tracts are as follows:
Tract Sale Date Inferred Value
"A" 11-1951 $ 3,750
Tract "A" had no improvement at the date of this sale.
Tract Sale Date Inferred Value
C-l 9-1962 No Information
C-2 8-1963 $ 4,750
Tract "C" was divided into two parcels, C-l and C-2. No
improvements existed on these parcels at the date of the sales.
A commercial improvement has been built- on tract "D" , but
no sale of this parcel was recorded. This could indicate
that the site has been leased.
Photos of the improvements on the above tracts are shown
in Figures 8-3 and 8-4.
Comparison of Sale Value and "Before" Value
Tracts "A", "B", and "C" were considered for this portion of
the analysis. The "before" value was assumed to be the same
as the appraisal value of $350 per acre. No improvements
existed on tracts "A", "B", or "C" prior to 1948. At $350 per
acre the "before" value or tracts "A", "B", and "C" was
V,
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IMPROVEMENT LOCATED ON TRACT
IMPROVEMENT LOCATED ON TRACT D
F.G. 6-3- IMPROVEMENTS EXISTING IN 1964
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IMPROVEMENTS LOCATED ON TRACT C-l
IMPROVEMENTS LOCATED ON TRACT C-2
FIG.8-4-IMPR0VEMENTS EXISTING IN 1964
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$2,800. The first sale of parcels "A", "B", and "C" was adjusted
to a 1948 value by using the percentage change of land value
from band V in Figure 61. The "adjusted" sale values are
summarized as follows:
Tracts Sale Price "Adjusted" Price
"A" $ 1,250 $ 707
"B" 4,750 1,040
"C" ' 9,750 2,080
Total $ 15,750 $ 3,827
"Before" value $ 2,300
Sale price 15,750
"Adjusted" sale price 3,827
Difference ("Adjusted" less "Before") + $ 1,027
The subsequent sale of tract "a" in 1951 was also
analyzed:
Tract Sale Price "Ad lusted" Price
"A" $ 3,750 $ 1,500
"Before" Value (2.0 acres) $ 700 $ 700
Sale price 1,250 (1949) 3,750 (1951)
"Adjusted" sale price 707 (1949) 1,500 (1951)




The above indicates an increase in enhancement of tract "A"
by almost $800 between 1949 and 1951 after adjusting the sale
price to a 1948 value.
Summary
From this case study it is concluded that the property
owner received some enhancement. The apparent "after" value
of tracts "A", "B", and "C" was $2,800, but the "adjusted" sale
price showed that the property owner received $3,827 for these
remainder parcels. The value of tract "A" was also found to
increase almost $800 in 1948 value between the years 1949 and
1951.
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CASE STUDY NO. 9
Location
The subject property was located at the south edge of
Kokomo. The U.S. 31 By-pass separated this property (see
Figure 9-1).
"Before" Data
The property was a 62.2 acre parcel prior to the con-
struction of the by-pass. In August, 1946, tract I-A (5.0
acres) was sold from the 62.2 acre parcel for an inferred
value of $2,000. Also in August, 1946, the remaining 57.2
acres of parcel I were transferred to the surviving sons
upon the death of the original owner. A "before" sale
value was not available since there was no monetary trans-
action when the 57.2 acres were transferred.
Description of Highway improvement
In 1950 the U.S. 31 By-pass at Kokomo was constructed
as a two-lane facility because traffic volumes at that time
did not warrant a four-lane facility. Enough right-of-way
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was purchased in the initial taking, however, for the addition
of two more travel lanes. The final by-pass was planned as a
four-lane divided facility with little or no control of access.
Part Taken
At the time of this taking the Indiana State Highway
Commission made an appraisal of only the portion of the property
taken for the right-of-way of the improvement. A plat of the
subject property showing the portion taken is illustrated
in Figure 9-2. Damages paid in the final settlement are
summarized as follows:
land in R/W, 5.4 acres $ 1,600
separation of land 1,200
fence to be constructed 700
Total amount paid $ 3,500
"After" Data
























































Total 57.02 $ 92,950
The subseouent sales of the tracts were as follows:
Trad lale Date Inferred Value






In November, 1959, one tenth of the interest in tract
I-E was sold, and in the same month t!ie parcel was
platted as a portion of the Terrace Meadows Subdivision,
Tract Sale Date' Inferred Value
I-C 9-1954 $ 2,250
6-1957 27,000
An improvement existed on tract I-C prior to the sale
in June 1957.
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Tract Sale Date Inferred Value
I-D-l 2-1956 $ 3,750
9-1957 5,750
I-D-2 10-1957 $ 4,750
10-1958 9,750
Tract I-D was subdivided into two parcels - D-l of 0.80
acres and D-2 of 0.81 rtrr--^.
In April, 1962, 10.0 acres from tracts I-A and I-F were
sold for a st cited value of $40,000. These 10.0 acres are
included in tracts I-A-2 and I-F-2.
Some of the subsequent improvements on the above tracts
are shown in Figures 9-3 and 9-4.
Comparison of Sale Value and "Before" Value
The "before" value was assumed to be comparable to the
appraisal value ot $300 per acre since there were no
improvements on this property. Based on $300 per acre, the
"before" value of the 62.2 acre parcel was $18,700. The first
sale of the remainder parcels was adjusted to a 1948 value by
using the percentage change of land value from band V in
Figure 61. The "adjusted" values are summarized as follows:
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IMPROVEMENT LOCATED ON TRACT I-
E
IMPROVEMENT LOCATED ON TRACT T-D-2
FIG. 9-3- IMPROVEMENTS EXISTING IN 1964
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IMPROVEMENT LOCATED ON TRACT I-F-2
IMPROVEMENT LOCATED ON TRACT I-A-2
FIG. 9-4 - IMPROVEMENTS EXISTING IN 1964
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Tract Sale Price "Ad lusted" Price






Total $ 92,950 $ 32,125
"Before" value $ 18,700
Settlement for part taken 3,500
Apparent "after" value $ 15,200
Sale price J2,950
"Adjusted" sale price 32,125
Difference ("Adjusted" less Apparent + $ 16,925
"after")
An analysis of the last sale of portions of this property
prior to the addition of improvements is as follows:
Tract Last S?le Price "Ad justed Price
I-C $ 2,250 $ 660
I-D-l 5,750 1,450
I-D-2 9,750 2,350
I-A-2 & I-F-2 40,000 8,250
Total $ 57,7 50 $ 12,710
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"Eefore" value (12.0 acres at $ 3,600 $ 3,600
$300 per acre)
Sale price 25,000 (first) 82,500 (last)
"Adjusted" sale price 13,245 (first) 12,710 (last)
Difference ("Adjusted" less + $ 9,645 (first) +$ 9,110 (last)
"before")
Summary
From this study it is concluded that the property owner
received a substantial enhancement since the apparent "after
value was $15,200, but the "adjusted" first sale prices showed
that toe property owner received $32,125 for the remainder
parcels. The last sale of portions of the property showed no
additional enhancement when compared with the first sales.


